This article suggests that our current (fearful) preoccupation with climate change emerges from two paradoxical desires: the desire to recover some mythical benign stable state for the world's climate and the desire to assert ourselves over the world's climate by engineering our way to achieve this outcome. But by seeing climate either as something to be idealized or as something to master, we fail to see what is happening to the world's climate. It is being reinvented as a novel entity, now co-produced between human and nonhuman actors. Rather than resist and lament the results of this new creative force, we must learn to live with them.
The Myth of the Lost Eden
But why do we want all this? Why was the 2009 Copenhagen climate negotiating conference proclaimed by some to be the last chance to save civilization? It is because of the myth of Eden, a truth-laden picture-story, which embodies the idea of loss, lament, and a yearning for restoration. In this lament, climate becomes a symbol of the natural, of the wild, a manifestation of Nature that is (or should be) pure and pristine and is (or should be) beyond the reach of humans. Climate has become for us something that is fragile and needs protecting or saving, familiar goals that have fueled the Romantic, wilderness, and environmental movements of the West over two centuries. Changing global climate (inadvertently) through human actions becomes a threat to this last remaining remnant of the wild. British sociologist Steve Yearley (2006) has suggested that we are concerned about climate change not so much because of any substantive diminution of human or nonhuman welfare that might ensue, but because of the strong element of symbolism involved. We are concerned about anthropogenic climate change because our climate has come to symbolize the last stronghold of Nature, the final frontier resisting our encroachment. If we humans can alter the workings of global climate, there is nothing left to resist us.
The Problem with Rational Climates
Anthropologists and environmental historians suggest that the idea of Nature as a separate category-something distinct from our interior worlds and therefore something that can be objectively studied by humans and hence physically damaged-emerged powerfully during the Western Enlightenment (e.g., Cruikshank 2005). Those of us in these rationalistic societies have distanced ourselves from Nature. Yet it is a position that simultaneously, and paradoxically, opens up both destructive and romantic tendencies. By "purifying" climate (Latour 1993) , by capturing and describing climate's essential character through numbers rather than through the imagination, we have allowed for projects both of domination and of re-enchantment. This is why we are so confused about climate change today (Hulme 2009) .
One the one hand, new techno-projects of climatic mastery are being proposed in which aerosols are pumped into the stratosphere and tiny mirrors injected into space. We want to shield ourselves from the sun. As with a thermostat in a room, we are inventing a thermostat for the planet. By approaching climate simply as a numerical index of global temperature to be regulated we allow ourselves to dream of such techno-solutions to our climate fears. As the mathematician von Neumann prophesied more than half a century ago: "Intervention in atmospheric and climatic matters will come in a few decades and will unfold on a scale difficult to imagine at present … what power over our environment, over all nature, is implied!" (1955: 43) . It is hard to imagine a project of greater human control and mastery than one that seeks to tame the sun and subjugate global climate to our fantasies and utopias (Fleming 2010) .
On the other hand, some of us react differently. Realizing that our purifying tendencies have opened the way for both inadvertent and deliberate manipulation of climate, we seek forms of re-enchantment. This is the Edenic myth, our lament that by changing the climate, by losing wildness in one of the last untouched places, we are diminishing not just ourselves, but also something beyond ourselves. We are the poorer for it, as too maybe are the gods (Donner 2007) . This mythic position emphasizes the symbolic over the substantive.
It is a lament that underpins the deep ecology movement, which surfaces too in some forms of eco-theology and which permeates, subliminally, contemporary discourse about climate change. The polar bear-that hackneyed icon of climate change-ends up not just worrying about its own survival, but also has to carry a huge additional weight of human nostalgia on its shoulders. American photographer Camille Seaman's haunting 2008 exhibition played to this lament: "The Last Iceberg chronicles just a handful of the many thousands of icebergs that are currently headed to their end. I approach the images of icebergs as portraits of individuals, much like family photos of my ancestors. I seek a moment in their life in which they convey their unique personality, some connection to our own experience and a glimpse of their soul which endures" (http://www.camilleseaman .com/Artist.asp?ArtistID=3258&Akey=WX679BJN).
New Hybrid Climates
We cannot return to this mythical pristine climate of the past, neither by removing greenhouse gases from the atmosphere through collective policy action, nor by rebalancing the Earth's heat budget through some techno-fix. Too many other things are changing in our world for this to happen-and not just the sevenfold increase since the nineteenth century in the number of people living with us. Just as we cannot go back in time, neither can the Earth's climate system. There is no reverse gear.
Our climate then is no longer natural, nor can it be made so. There is no such thing as purely natural weather. The color of the sky, the moistness of the air, the strength of the wind, even the warmth of the sun are all manipulated. Not artificial, but manipulated. By changing so substantially the composition of the world's atmosphere, we humans have not simply brought a new category of weather into being. The entire planetary system, which yields distinct weather at distinct times in distinct places is itself now different. It is a hybrid system yielding hybrid weather. Whatever the weather outside your window today-calm or storm, warm or cold-is the result of this new coproduction between ourselves and the forces of Nature.
We may call this new construction a post-natural climate or a "different paradigm of naturalness" (Yearley 2006 ). But whatever we call it we cannot return to living with a simply natural climate. Climate is subject to the "hot breath of humanity"-to use novelist Ian McEwan's memorable phrase-just as are forests, rivers and seas, and just as are creatures, microbes, and nanoparticles. Climate and these other companions are all ours, both in creation and in relationship. We humans are now an actor in the unfolding story of climate's evolution, alongside the personal gods of the heavens and the impersonal dynamics of the oceans. We are now perhaps even the most important actor. The Enlightenment dream of separation, Latour's purification, is over. It is as irrelevant as it is impossible to find the invisible fault line between natural and artificial climate, between natural and artificial weather. We are now and forever the cocreators of our new hybrid climates.
Learning to Rethink Climate Change
Should we fear our new role? Should we indeed be frightened of a change in climate? I think not. At least we need to learn to think not. We need to rethink climate change.
First, we must embrace the idea of novelty in our climates as much as in other forms of cultural innovation and in other areas of material co-production. Novel climates are neither good nor bad. They are novel, and we must find ways of imbuing them with meaning, value, and utility. Climate exists in the imagination as much as it exists "out there" (Boia 2005) , and human societies have found many ingenious ways of living with the weather (Horn 2007) .
Second, we will not lose or deplete weather in the way that we may lose fish or deplete uranium. As climates change, the variety or volume of weather we experience will not be diminished, but the sequences and patterns of weather and the distribution of places where different weather occurs will alter. Rather than impoverishing our experience of weather in some way, the human generation presently alive has in fact experienced more weather than did any of our ancestors. We have become more mobile and our sensory encounters with climate are therefore more cosmopolitan (Hulme 2010) . Through new communication and digital media we encounter exotic climates vicariously in ways never before imagined. We are in fact the weatherrich generation.
Third, we must eradicate the notion of ever restabilizing climate. Whether it is the imagined benign climates of Eden's past or the stabilized safe climates of the future controlled by a planetary thermostat, we delude ourselves to think that stability is the norm, or the achievable. In the dance between Nature's chaos and human intent it is change and variability that always prevails. Climate stability is a chimera and is best lost from our imaginations, and from our political and scientific vocabularies.
Neither Lords Nor Serfs
We are not the lords of climate, exercising our vanities of mastery over Nature. We must not be lulled by the Earth system scientists, and their virtual climate miniatures, into thinking that we can rule the climate. Neither are we passive serfs, longing for a return to an unchanging golden climate of some imagined lost era. We must not allow our imaginations to re-enchant the climate with gods from the past. Rather we are intimate co-workers with Nature, jointly shaping our present and future climates and living somewhere in the creative spaces among imagination, knowledge, and ignorance. 
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Notes
1. The New Economics Foundation in the UK established the ticking clock to dramatize the notion of a tipping point in the Earth system which, they claimed, could be crossed one hundred months from August 2008 if greenhouse gas emissions continue unabated: (www.onehundredmonths.org). The tck tck tck campaign seeks to mobilize civil society and galvanize public opinion in support of transformational change and rapid action to save the planet from dangerous levels of climate change (http:// tcktcktck.org.)
